BLItz System

→ DO NOT USE WITHOUT PROPER TRAINING

→ ALWAYS:

◆ Sign up on QReserve.com

◆ Log in to computer first, then turn on BLItz

◆ Warm up lamp 40 minutes prior to use for best readings

◆ Remember to clean your cuvette before/after experiments for best results
  ● Use 1-2 drops of 0.5 HCL, scrub with q-tip, remove with kimwipe and repeat several times

◆ Remember to hydrate your biosensensors with buffer!

◆ Use the proper consumables:
  ● Curvette - Part #45-5004 (on UMarket)
  ● Black Eppendorf Tubes - Part #20413 (on UMarket)
  ● Biosensors (contact heidi_morgann@pall.com for pricing)

→ PLEASE

◆ DO NOT initiate an experiment if it will overlap with others’ reservations

◆ DO NOT clean your cuvettes with bleach

→ For issues or training requests, please contact Dr. Greg Connell

Core Facilities Director
Greg Connell, Ph.D. | conne018@umn.edu
(o) 612-624-3132 | (emergency) 612-805-1217